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A book every single adult in america needs to read! This awesome book opened my eyes to a
very real situation of a vet's experiences. I was married to a Vietnam vet many years ago, and I
witnessed his nightmares etc. Obtaining help at the VA included hours of waiting and only
addressed physical, not mental problems. Tuesday was a great help to Luis, & However, those
reviews are impersonal and distant reports about distant people. Until Tuesday make one man's
story intimate and personal, and each folks needs to know very well what coming back out of this
sort of war is really like. I hope that, like me, a lot more people will examine it and have, what can I
do?Soon after I read this book, my son, who served 3 tours in Kuwait and Afghanistan and was
scheduled to go back, took his own life. It was so hard, especially since he seemed so happy, with
a female who cherished him and a baby along the way. I certainly am strongly suggest this book
and tale. are expected to adapt overnight.That is an important book for each and every citizen to
learn. It is just about the book I provide or lend to everyone. I hope it will raise the questions of just
what the personal cost can be of sending our young people to battle, and how we are willing to
support them when they return. And for the younger audience, I recommend Tuesday Tucks Me In,
a warm and gorgeous reserve that introduces a special way service dogs can help humans.
Excellent Beneficial, honest, enlightening and endearing with just the right quantity of sentiment and
humor. It was written beautifully (explained later on when I learned his graduate degree is definitely in
journalism). It is a tale of "Tuesday" but better still, its a tale about one of our wounded vets & what
it's like for them if they try to return to "normal" life. MANY THANKS FOR WRITING THIS BOOK The
descriptions of PTSD and just what a service pup is trained to accomplish were so clear and
immediate. psychological wounds. It give a clearer picture in regards to what these males face
when overnight they are thrust from a battle zone to "normal" living & I found the insights I gained in
Until Tuesday to become helpful and comforting. Many thanks, sir, for your provider and your story.
Go through it. those horrors are imbedded in their mind & heart. I was not " in country" but I cared
for many men and females who were, today's Wounded Warriors. A gifted soldier with battle
wounds and the gifted puppy with abandonment issues really save each other from the beginning
and improve their lives fundamentally with one another It Takes Two I am so glad I read this book!S.
I was sorry for this reserve to become over.P. I don't know how anyone after scanning this book
could not become an active advocate for providing support canines to veterans in want. Recently, I
have been increasingly concerned about the procedure our vets receive as a result of the VA.
helped him learn to function in ways he never could just before he fulfilled Tuesday. I think the
federal government should provide among these specifically trained therapy canines to each &
every veterinarian when he returns house from battle. We owe them at least that much to show our
gratitude. I By no means Understood PTSD Before This Book This book brought into an acute focus
the debilitating effects of PTSD. You can argue the main causes, whether it is guilt of types
involvement in a battle they no more believed in, or actually never do, or the trauma of the effects of
war on other human beings, or perhaps these and other reasons aswell. It kills, it maims, and it
cripples those that survive it. However, because of Until Tuesday, I can much better know very well
what PTSD is, and how it effects the human condition. That is one of many legacies Captain
Montalvan will leave behind. I also much better understand how service pets are qualified and the
invaluable service they can provide. Captain Montalvan rebounded well enough from his PTSD to
gain a Masters Level in journalism from Columbia University, and he put his education to work with
this book and numerous articles in major newspapers and websites. I certainly desire this publication
had a content ending, but the the truth is there is frequently no happy ending to the effects of war.
But the fact is that many thousands have been exposed to horrors we likely won't understand. This
is a first hand account from Main Montalvan and the many many factors involved with PTSD. Until



Tuesday We was expecting the tale to focus more on your dog than the Veteran. A very important
factor for sure, the person who comes home from war is not the same one who went to battle, &
Captain Montalvan. Reading "Until Tuesday" will touch you right down to your core When I first saw
the cover of "UNTIL TUESDAY: A Wounded Warrior and the Golden Retriever Who Saved Him" I
thought this would be a nice, easy go through, feel good tale involving a Golden Retriever.
Understanding Tuesday helped me personally so very much. The disappointment in the services
provided by the VA shows they aren't provided by personnel that have experienced the turmoil and
horrors of the servicemen they are treating. Now about your dog story part.The book chronicled the
story of U.they don't disappear because these men set their feet on American soil again. Army
Captain Luis Carlos Montalván who sustained serious back and brain injuries during his second fight
tour of duty in Iraq. After returning home, his physical wounds and post-traumatic tension disorder
sent his life into a tailspin that seemed to be headed for disaster.This is until Captain Montalván
became associated with a nonprofit organization that teamed disabled military veterans with service
dogs. K-9 Tuesday and the Captain became companions who discovered to trust each other plus
they formed a bond of love. Ultimately Tuesday helped Captain Montalván out of the depth of
despair helping him to regain independence and to ultimately become an award-winning article
writer.This story of the author's struggle and working out of service dogs was truly fascinating.
probable hardly ever will be again. find such horrors in the battle area, & You will thank yourself you
did.I. It was heartwarming however, to see how the relationship between Tuesday and Luis
develops. Unfortunately, Luis's tale holds true for so many of our Veterans. Understanding what my
grandson is certainly going through. Since I personal a Golden - who also has an unusual name -- I
believed this might be a good read on my Kindle. I just wish everyone would read this publication.
The writer is actually gifted however the story is absorbing. A Great Story Of Two Friends helping
Each Other Find Their New Normal "Until Tuesday" was a great read! They move thru & It discusses
their physical wounds as well as their emotional &This book ended up rocking me right down to my
soul. The reality of combat vs. what the politicos say is also illustrated. This is a not-to-be-missed
book! Tear jerker Cannot put it down I stayed up late in order to surface finish it Had tears in my
eyes often L One of my all-time top 10 10 My bias in advance: I'm a puppy lover. (I record "Lucky
Dog" on PBS every week.) But that alone wouldn't normally explain why I really like this book so
very much. I bought it thinking it had been all about a pet. Through the book I developed a keener
feeling of what returning soldiers encounter and the amount to which the federal government lets
them down. It was also painful to hear - though it supported my suspicions - that the military
echelon push aside the goals of the mission in favor of politics and egos. This is a superb book. The
writer is truly gifted but the story is absorbing. This is a superb book. Thank you so much. He
prepared to retire from the army in 4 years and move back to where he could possibly be close to
us.. I acquired much more than I expected, a book in regards to a pet. I am a retired Air Drive nurse
who served 1966-1996 including active duty, Air ForceReserve , and Surroundings National Guard..
This book has provided me insight into how Vietnam affected my sufferers, because they didn't
discuss it at all. R. It really is so heartbreaking to view someone you like suffer. AND THOSE WHO
ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR FUNDING LIFE SAVING EQUIPMENT FOR THE TROOPS! I had a hard
time putting it down, as I'd read during intercourse until I could not really stay awake any more. I am
totally astonished at the way he explained the dog's thoughts and emotions because they learned
to rely upon each other. He showed the essence of a Service Dog. A lot of these males are scared
forever. I would recommend it to anyone of my peers..
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